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Abstract
With the rapid growth of usage of mobile devices and their applications and the everincreasing use of these technologies, optimizing the performance of cellular networks
becomes inevitable. Considering the fact that mobile devices are carried by humans, we can
conclude that the performance of cellular networks depends on the characteristics of human
mobility. Therefore, understanding the basic characteristics of human mobility and designing
realistic models based on this understanding can help in optimizing the performance of
cellular networks in terms of managing node or base station capacity, handling handoffs,
paging, location updating, etc. In this work, we review the most important human mobility
characteristics that are extracted from real human mobility traces. We then propose a
synthetic model that can produce human traces; we verify the model to examine if it can
capture all the introduced characteristics. The model is designed as a graph in which nodes
represent the visit-points and edges are considered as the roads between these visit-points. We
focus on keeping the structure of the model close to reality following hierarchical traffic
systems. The model is implemented in a simulator to be validated. The results show that our
model does not capture all the characteristics as expected. To be precise, the model does not
create truncated power-law flight lengths or truncated power-law radius of gyration. Our
experiments, verifying our assumptions, show that the algorithms used for defining the area
that the user can move within, and also choosing the next destinations, result in a sharing-area
among users: the sharing-area is the common set of visit-points that all users usually choose to
visit. The existence of this sharing-area is the reason that the results are not as expected. We
suggest that for future work, it is interesting to improve the model by changing the way of the
user-area selection and the next destination selection with consideration of distance together
with visit-point weight.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Statement of the problem
Cellular networks are radio networks, distributed over areas called cells. Each cell has a
transceiver (transmitter/receiver) which is located at a fixed position and is called the base
station. The base station uses its radio transceiver to communicate with mobile stations. A
number of base stations are connected to a Base Station Controller (BSC). When a mobile
station moves from one cell to another, BSC is the part that handles the handoff between the
base stations. The BSC is connected to the Mobile Switch Center (MSC). A MSC is assigned
a network area or a Service Area (SA). It manages connections of mobile stations that are in
its area. Cellular networks infrastructure also consists of databases that are used in mobility
management and call control. There are two types of location related databases: Home
Location Registers (HLRs), and Visiting Location Registers (VLRs) [1] (or Mobility
Management Entities (MMEs), based on technologies). HLR is a central database of a
network operator used for keeping information about subscribers, i.e. each SIM (Subscriber
Identification Module) card, and maintains pointers to VLRs/MMEs paired with subscribers.
VLR/MME keeps the same information of the subscribers located in its SA and it is usually
co-located with a MSC. These registers are required to keep track of the mobile stations. To
be able to approximately keep track of mobile stations the SAs are divided into some Mobility
Areas (MAs) referred to as Location Areas (LAs), Tracking Areas (TAs) or Routing Areas
(RAs) according to different technologies. There are some important events in cellular
networks based on the movements of mobile stations. Location Update (LU) is the event that
happens when a user moves to a new MA. The mobile station realizes this change of the MA,
when it listens to the broadcasted identifier from the cell and finds it different with the one it
has previously reported. In this case the mobile station sends its new MA to the VLR/MME
and the VLR/MME updates its database. There can be two types of location updates: interSA and intra-SA. In intra-SA the LU is between MAs handled by the same VLR/MME while
in the inter-SA, the LU is between MAs handled by different VLRs; in this case which is
more complex, the HLR should be updated as well. Handover (HO) is the event in which, the
mobile station has to change its cell while transferring data traffic, considering the radio
conditions. Like LUs, HOs can be inter-SA or intra-SA; also there can be a HO that happens
between cells that are in the same MA. Paging is the event that happens when there is an
incoming call for a mobile station. The HLR specifies the related VLR/MME, and the
VLR/MME sends a message to all the cells that are in the MA, in which the mobile station is
currently located.
From the definitions it can be understood that the number of transferred paging messages or
location update messages is related to the size of the MAs, e.g. if the MAs are small the
number of paging messages needed is minimized, while for minimizing the number of LU
messages it is better to have larger MAs. Therefore it is very important to define and design
MAs (LAs/TAs/RAs) in a way that such tradeoffs can be handled the best way; also the SA
should be divided into these areas in a way that the performance of the networks can be
improved regarding the mentioned important events and also the traffic loads in SAs.
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Considering the fact that the mobile stations can be pagers, cell phones, or other types of
mobile devices carried by humans, we can conclude that the performance of cellular networks
depends on the characteristics of human mobility. Therefore, understanding the basic
characteristics of human mobility and designing realistic models based on these
understandings can help in optimizing the performance of cellular networks.
Human mobility models can help in predicting the movements of humans. In this way they
can be used in studying the effect of the MAs (LAs/RAs/TAs) design for finding ways to
reduce the unnecessary communication signals in handling HOs, LUs, and pagings. The
optimizations also have great impacts on heterogeneous networks 1 because of extensive
communication requirement due to cooperation among varying communication network
technologies. Moreover, human mobility models can be very helpful in a variety of social
issues [2], for example, urban planning, traffic engineering, understanding spread pattern of
diseases, traffic congestion detection (e.g. accidents), and disasters discovery.
Many human mobility models in the past two decades have been developed to represent
human mobility patterns. However, very few of them were validated against large-scale and
detailed human traces because of many technical and legal problems. Recently, some attempts
have been made to collect real human traces, such as mobile-phone-location traces [3] or GPS
traces [4], [5]. The trace analyses in these works have resulted in some trace-based models,
which are dependent on the collected traces. Another type of mobility models is called
synthetic models, which are built mathematically from general characteristics of human
mobility. This type of model is more general. Considering the difficulties of collecting real
human traces, synthetic models are preferred, but unfortunately none of the developed models
so far, includes all the human mobility characteristics that are extracted from real traces.
Our goal in this work is to develop a synthetic model that contains all the most important
features of human mobility from previous real-trace studies. We will implement a simulator to
evaluate this model by comparing extracted characteristics from simulated traces with
characteristics from previous real-trace studies.

1.2 Method
In this work, after studying the research on real human-traces and existing models, we
propose a model and simulate it to check if it can capture all the human mobility
characteristics. Our proposed model uses ideas from recent models that contain many
important human characteristics. We then develop a simulator and implement the proposed
synthetic model in it. Then we verify our simulator step by step. By performing different
experiments, we will evaluate the effect of different values of important parameters on the
results of the simulation and propose possible improvements to the model.

1

Heterogeneous networks or “HetNets” are typically composed of multiple radio access technologies,
architectures, transmission solutions, and base stations with varying transmission power [20]
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1.3 Outline
Chapter 2 first gives descriptions for the terms that are frequently used in this work. It is
followed by an explanation of the characteristics of human mobility that we try to fulfill in
this work. The chapter also contains studies and information regarding previous models
followed by a comparison between them. In chapter 3, we introduce our proposed model in
detail, give descriptions of the implemented simulator for the model and verify the simulator.
Chapter 4 includes results of the simulated model, and it contains conducted experiments on
different parameters and discussions of the effect of each parameter. Finally, chapter 5
concludes the work and introduces possible future directions.

3
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Chapter 2

Background and related works

2.1 Definitions
There are some definitions and terminologies that are worth to be mentioned here and will be
used throughout the report.
2.1.1 Flight
Flight is a straight line trip from one location to another without a pause or directional change
[4] .
2.1.2 Pause time
Pause time is the time during which a user stays at one point before starting a new flight.
2.1.3 Radius of gyration
Radius of gyration is the characteristic of a user’s trajectory during an observation time. This
parameter is used to measure how far and how frequently a user moves. In other words, the
radius of gyration is the radius of the representative movement area of a user, in which the
more frequent travel points are given more weight to calculate the area. This idea of radius of
gyration is the same as the radius of gyration of an object but the objects’ parts are
represented by the travel points and their masses are represented by the frequency of passing
the points. Thus the radius of gyration is the standard deviation of a user’s positions to the
user’s center of mass (that can be the average location over all users’ positions) [6].
2.1.4 Gap
Gap is the distance between two time-consecutive points of a user’s location traces.
2.1.5 Visit-point or waypoint
Visit-point is defined as a place where a user makes a stop or pause. In [5], for the collected
GPS traces, it is defined as the location where a user stays more than 30 seconds within a
circle of 5 meter radius of that location.
2.1.6 Hot spot
A hot spot is defined as a cluster of visit-points that are connected to each other meaning that
they are within a predefined radio range [5]. The size of the hot spot is the number of visitpoints that it encloses and it also represents the popularity of the hotspot.
2.1.7 Memoryless
A mobility model is called memoryless when future movements are not dependent on the past
movements and the parameter values related to them.
4
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2.1.8 Heavy-tailed distribution
Heavy-tailed distributions are the distributions whose tails are not bounded or they have
heavier tails comparing to exponential-tailed distributions, e.g. normal distribution,
exponential distribution. In other words, the distribution of a random variable X has the
heavy-tailed property when the Equation 1 is true.
lim 𝑒 𝜆𝑥 𝑃 𝑋 > 𝑥 = ∞ 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝜆 > 0

𝑥→∞

Equation 1- Heavy-tailed distribution definition

2.1.9 Power-law and truncated power-law distributions
Power-law distributions are heavy-tailed distributions with the property that the frequency of
an event changes proportionally to a power of an attribute of the event. In other words, the
distribution describes phenomena where events with large values are rare, but small ones are
common. Mathematically, a quantity 𝑥 follows power-law distribution if 𝑥 has a probability
inversely proportional to the power of its value as shown in Equation 2. 𝛼 is a constant
parameter of the distribution known as the exponent or scaling parameter. The scaling
parameter typically lies in the range 2 < 𝛼 < 3, although there are occasional exceptions
[7].
𝑝(𝑥)~𝑥 −𝛼
Equation 2- Power-law probability distribution

Pareto distribution is a continuous power-law distribution with the interest about the
probability of a random variable 𝑋 greater than x. Thus Pareto distribution is given in terms of
the cumulative distribution function with lower bound, i.e. the probability of a random
variable 𝑋 larger than x is an inverse power of x as shown in Equation 3. k is the Pareto
distribution shape parameter. xm is the minimum of possible random variable X.
𝑃 𝑋>𝑥 =

1−
0

𝑥𝑚
𝑥

𝛼

; 𝑥 ≥ 𝑥𝑚
; 𝑥 < 𝑥𝑚

Equation 3- cumulative distribution function in Pareto perspective

Zipf’s law is a discrete power-law distribution that indicates the number of occurrences of an
event is inversely proportional to its rank in number of occurrences as shown in Equation 4,
i.e. the first rank event occurs most often. 𝑟 is the event’s rank, and 𝑠 is the Zipf exponent.
𝑝(𝑟) = 𝑟 −𝑠
Equation 4- Zipf’s law probability

5
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Truncated power-law is the power-law distribution that is bounded to represent the limits of
dataset. There are different ways of truncations. The one used in this work is bounded Pareto
distribution where L denotes the minimal value, and H denotes the maximal value, and k is
considered as the shape parameter of the Pareto distribution as shown in Equation 5.
𝑓 𝑥 =

𝑘𝐿𝑘 𝑥 −𝑘−1
𝐿
1− 𝐻

𝑘

; 𝐿 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝐻, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 > 0

Equation 5- Probability density function of bounded Pareto distribution

2.2 Human mobility characteristics from real traces
As explained before, human mobility has a significant influence on the performance of
networked systems that involve daily human activities. Therefore, studying and finding
fundamental characteristics of human mobility and developing realistic human mobility
models are essential for optimum construction of these systems.
Recently, for achieving more reliable models, researchers have tried to use real human traces
in their studies such as mobile-phone-location traces [3], or GPS traces [4], [5]. By studying
these works, we can introduce the following as the most important characteristics of human
mobility.
2.2.1 Truncated power-law pause times
Pause time or dwell time is the time that an individual spends in a location. In [4], the pause
duration is studied for different scenarios. GPS traces recorded from volunteers in two
different college campuses, a state fair, a metropolitan area and a theme park show that, the
pause duration follows a truncated power-law distribution.
Figure 1 shows that the pause durations from all the scenarios are best fitted by truncated
power-law, except the state fair scenario that shows a good fit with short-tail distributions.
The reason is that in this scenario there were many shops and game arcades close to each
other. In this setting, participants tended to make many short stops, and furthermore, high
traffic in the setting prevented them from staying at one location for a long time [4].

6
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Figure 1-The distribution of pause time for different scenarios in [4].

2.2.2 Truncated power-law flights
A flight is defined as the straight line trip from one location to another without any pause or
significant directional changes. In [4], Rhee et al. analyzed GPS traces and extracted flight
lengths. For reducing the noise from GPS recording-errors, they use three different methods
for extracting flights information: rectangular, angle and pause-based models.
Figure 2 explains the concept of the rectangular model. The straight line between two
sampled positions, 𝑥𝑠 and 𝑥𝑒 , taken at times 𝑡 and 𝑡 + 𝛥𝑡 𝛥𝑡 > 0 is defined as a flight if all
the following three conditions are met: (c1) the distance between any two consecutive points
between 𝑥𝑠 and 𝑥𝑒 is greater than 𝑟 meters (i.e. no pause during a flight), (c2) when we draw
a straight line from 𝑥𝑠 to 𝑥𝑒 , the sampled positions between these two end points have a
perpendicular distance from the line which is less than 𝑤 meters (𝑤 is a model parameter),
(c3) for the next consecutive point 𝑥′𝑒 after 𝑥𝑒 , conditions c1 and c2 from 𝑥𝑠 and 𝑥′𝑒 are not
satisfied [4].
The angle model is defined to add more flexibility to the rectangular model by merging
consecutive rectangular model flights which have similar directions. In this method a new
parameter 𝜃 is introduced which is the angle between two consecutive rectangular model
flights. If 𝜃 is less than the model parameter 𝑎𝜃 then a merged flight is the straight line from
starting position of the first flight to the ending position of the last flight.
The pause-based model is the case that all the flights in the rectangular model are merged
together if there is no pause between them and the merged flight is calculated the same way as
the angle model. It can be concluded that the rectangular and pause-based models are special
cases of the angle model with 𝑎𝜃 = 0 and 𝑎𝜃 = ±180 ̊ respectively.
7
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In [3], Gonzalez et al. analyzed cellular network records and extracted flight lengths with the
concept of flight length as the distance between tower locations which handle consecutive
calls of a user. They use two data sets for exploring the mobility pattern in human beings. The
first one consists of traces of 100000 individuals that were selected from six million mobilephone users recorded over six months. The second one contains locations of 206 mobilephone users recorded every two hours for one week.
Both in [3], [4], it is showed that the flight length distribution follows truncated power-law
distribution.

Figure 2- The rectangular model used to extract flight information form GPS traces. This picture is from [4].

In [8], Shen et al. use six different data sets: the first data set is the one that they have selected
from a popular virtual world with over 30000 citizens and 4 cities during several weeks. The
other five are public datasets collected by others, 2 of them from virtual worlds and the others
from the real world. In all the data sets they show that the flight length follows truncated
power-law distributions.
2.2.3 Truncated power-law radius of gyration
From [3], it is reported that the radius of gyration, which is interpreted as the characteristic of
the range of the area travelled by a user when it is observed up to time t, can be approximated
with truncated power-law distribution. Radius of gyration can be calculated by the formula:

𝑟𝑎𝑔 𝑡 =

1
𝑎
𝑛𝑐 (𝑡)

𝑛𝑎𝑐
𝑎

𝑎

2

(𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑐𝑚 )
𝑖=1

Equation 6 - Radius of gyration
𝑎

𝑎

1

where 𝑟𝑖 represents the 𝑖 𝑡 position recorded for user 𝑎 and 𝑟𝑐𝑚 = 𝑛𝑎(𝑡)
𝑐

𝑎
𝑛𝑎𝑐
𝑖=1 𝑟𝑖

is the center

of mass of the user’s trajectory. 𝑛𝑎𝑐 𝑡 represents the number of points from the user’s
observed trajectory up to time t.
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2.2.4 Fractal visit-points
Studies of human walk traces in [5] indicate that fractal points can model human visit-points.
The term fractal-points means the more popular points are clustered together while the less
popular point are far from others. The high popular places are rare and the less popular places
are plenty. The distribution of the points is the same in every level of resolution, in other
words, fractal-points exhibit self-similarity.
Fractal visit-points imply that people are attracted to a few popular locations or hotspots. A
hotspot’s popularity is measured by the number of visit-points in the hotspot or the size of the
hotspot. The size of a hotspot follows a heavy-tail distribution; this can be called as bursty
hotspots size. Bursty hot spot size is the key factor causing the heavy-tail distribution of flight
lengths because it causes a heavy-tail distribution in distances between pairs of visit-points
[5].
The factors discussed in [5] described as key factors that lead to power-law distribution of
flight lengths can be summarized in Figure 3.
Heavy tail hot spot sizes

Bursty visit-points in
individual traces

Bursty visit-points

Heavy tail distances of
gaps

Figure 3- Summary of findings from the data analysis of human walk traces in GPS measured by [5].

2.2.5 Heterogeneously bounded mobility areas
Studies in [3] show that people mostly move only within their own confined areas. In other
words, humans have heterogeneously bounded mobility areas. Despite the diversity of their
travel area, humans follow simple reproducible patterns. For measuring the size of human
mobility area, the metric of number of distinct visited points is used in [8], and it is concluded
that, for real environments, this metric is best fitted with a Weibull distribution. The
probability density function for Weibull distribution is defined as:
𝑘 𝑥
𝑓 𝑥; 𝜆, 𝑘 = 𝜆 𝜆
0

𝑘−1

𝑒 −(𝑥

𝑘

𝜆)

𝑥≥0
𝑥<0

Equation 7-Weibull probability function

where 𝜆 > 0 is the scale parameter and 𝑘 > 0 is the shape parameter.
2.2.6 Zipf personal preference for visit-points
In [9] and [8], it is found that the visitation frequency distribution follows a Zipf distribution.
This implies that the probability of finding a user at a visit-point with the given most frequent
visited rank 𝐾 is inversely proportional to 𝐾, independent of the number of locations visited
by the user [3].
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2.3 Existing human mobility models
There have been a lot of efforts to introduce a synthetic human mobility model that can
capture human travel behavior in a realistic way. These existing models can be categorized
into: random models, random variant models, geographical models, social behavior models
and individual behavior models. The following paragraphs discuss each category of models,
their ideas, pros and cons.
2.3.1 Random models
In random models, waypoints are chosen randomly based on some probability distributions.


Random walk model or Brownian motion model
In this model, speeds and directions are randomly assigned to mobile nodes to select
their next destination, i.e. each mobile node’s speed is chosen uniformly from a
defined range [𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥], while its direction is chosen from the range
[0, 2𝜋]. Mobile nodes move for a distance, d, or time interval, t, then it is considered
that they have reached their destination.



Random waypoint
This model is like the random walk except that it considers the pause time as well.
When the node reaches its destination it remains there for a predefined amount of time
and then selects a new destination according to a uniform distribution over the area.



Truncated Levy-walk model
The Levy walk model takes after the random walk, but it represents the heavy-tail
flight feature. In this model, a step is defined by flight length, direction, flight time and
dwell time. Mobile nodes choose their direction randomly, then choose flight length
and pause time to follow truncated power-law distributions. Flight lengths have a
probability density function as follows:
𝑝 𝑙 ~

𝑙−(1+𝛼) ; 𝑙 ≤ 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥
0
; 𝑙 > 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥

Equation 8- Probability density function of flight lengths for Levy-walk model

Similarly, pause times have a probability density function as follows:
∆𝑡𝑝 −(1+𝛽) ; ∆𝑡𝑝 ≤ ∆𝑡𝑝 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑝 ∆𝑡𝑝 ~
0
; ∆𝑡𝑝 > ∆𝑡𝑝 𝑚𝑎𝑥
Equation 9- Probability density function of pause times for Levy-walk model
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2.3.2 Random variant models
In this type, the mobility models are also random but they contain dependencies (spatial or
temporal).


Markovian way point model
This model is a mobility model based on the basic random waypoint model. It
implements some Markovian transition probabilities among waypoints. In other
words, choosing next waypoints depends on current locations. This will create spatial
dependency for the model.



Gauss Markov model
This model contains temporal dependency. The idea is that mobile nodes choose their
speed and direction randomly as in random models, but after a fixed time interval, 𝑡,
the speed and direction are calculated again considering previously calculated values
of these parameters.



Reference point group mobility model
In this model, mobile nodes make a group and each group has a leader and the nodes
move along with their leader, with the same direction and speed. That leader is
considered as the reference point for the group and around that each mobile node is
moving in its own way. Both the group and individual movements are based on
random waypoint models. The fact that in this model each node’s speed may depend
on its neighbor’s speed creates spatial dependency.

2.3.3 Geographical models
These models contain geographical constraints.


Freeway model
Each mobile node is limited to its lane on the freeway and also the speed of the mobile
node temporally relates to its previous speed.



Manhattan model
It has the same characteristics as the freeway model but the mobile nodes can make
turns at each corner of the street.



Obstacle model
In order to represent realistic geographical limitations, this model introduces obstacles
in pathways. These obstacles are randomly placed in the simulated area. Mobile nodes
should change their paths and choose proper ways to avoid running into those
obstacles.
11
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2.3.4 Social models
This type of mobility models considers human mobility based on collective human behaviors
which are affected by social factors such as friendships.


Dartmouth model
In this model, mobile nodes are modeled to move among hot spots. Mobility
information, which contains hot spots locations, transition probabilities for moving
between hot spots, and pause time distribution, is extracted from real data sets. The
model estimates the locations and paths of mobile nodes based on the extracted, region
dependent mobility information. So it needs to have the transition probabilities for
moving between hotspots and the locations of hotspots as the input [10].



Clustered mobility model
This model is based on preferential attachment theory which means the attractiveness
of one area is determined by the current number of nodes that are assigned to that area.
Mobile nodes tend to visit attractive areas. The result of this fact is that, areas which
have high attractiveness will gain more attractiveness. This model divides the
simulation area into a number of subareas and then assigns the mobile nodes to these
subareas using the referred theory. Mobile nodes select their next subarea according to
its attractiveness which is proportional to (𝑘 + 1)𝛼 , where 𝑘 is the number of nodes in
the subarea and α is the clustering exponent. Consequently, the attractiveness follows
power-law distribution.



ORBIT model
In the ORBIT model the total network area is divided into a number of clusters and
each mobile node is assigned a subset of these clusters. Mobile nodes are able to move
randomly only within their clusters set. This model can represent the heterogeneously
limited walkabout areas for different people.

2.3.5 Individual behavior models
These models try to capture human mobility characteristics in both statistic and behavior
perspectives.
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SLAW: Self-similar Least Action Walk model
In [10], Lee et al. introduce a model called SLAW which generates fractal waypoints,
and uses it with the Least Action Trip Planning (LATP) algorithm to simulate human
traces.
The SLAW model starts with generating a map with fractal waypoints. In this model
mobile nodes first select a subset of waypoints in the generated map. Then the order,
in which those selected waypoints are going to be visited, is specified as the mobile
node’s daily plan.
Fractal waypoints lead to bursty hot spots of various sizes dispersed over the map. If
the subsets of waypoints for mobile nodes are selected uniformly, then it is likely to
have all mobile nodes traverse through most hot spots. Thus, to create subsets
uniformly is not realistic because humans tend to have their own different walkabout
areas. To solve this problem, SLAW first builds clusters of waypoints, for
representing hot spots, by connecting every pair of waypoints whose distances
between each other are less than 100 meters (typical Wi-Fi outdoor transmission
range). Each cluster is assigned a weight which is the ratio of the cluster’s size
(number of waypoints in that cluster) to total number of waypoints in the map. Each
mobile node chooses 3 to 5 clusters randomly from clusters set with probability
proportional to these weights. In other words, the model represents cluster’s popularity
proportional to cluster’s size. Then, each mobile node selects 5% to 10% of waypoints
in each chosen cluster uniformly. To sum up, this waypoint selection algorithm creates
heterogeneously bounded mobility areas, one of the characteristics of human mobility.
After selecting a subset of waypoints for each mobile node to represent its mobility
area, each mobile node creates its daily plan. Each mobile node picks one point from
its mobility area that will be its start and end point of each daily trip; this represents
home. To add some randomness in each day trip, each mobile node chooses a cluster,
ignoring cluster weights, from the set of clusters which are not included in its mobility
area. Then, the mobile node randomly selects 5% to10% of waypoints in the selected
cluster. Let’s denote these waypoints by the mobile node’s random area. Each day
after selecting the random area, each mobile node begins from its start point and
makes a one-round trip visiting all the waypoints in the union set between its mobility
area and its random area using LATP algorithm. In LATP, the daily visit-points are
ordered based on a weight function 1 𝑑𝛼 , where 𝑑 is the distance between next
destination and current position and 𝛼 is the distance sensitivity which controls the
influence of distance in choosing next destination from current position. In other
words, each mobile node starts from its start point, and then it selects next destination
by visit-point’s weight which is inversely proportional to the visit-point’s distance to
the mobile node’s position. Each mobile node continuously selects next destination
until all waypoints in its daily visit-points set have been visited; then it ends its day by
returning to its start point. This algorithm attempts to represent human mobility nature
that humans tend to visit the nearer places before going to the farther ones along with
the idea about home. At each visit, pause time is chosen to follow truncated power-law
distribution. The average pause time is adjusted so that the whole trip will end within a
period of 12 hours.
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SMOOTH model
In [11], Munjal et al. propose a model that captures some of the features which are
stated in section 2.2, Human-Mobility characteristics; flight lengths and pause time
follow truncated power-law distributions.
The idea of the model is described in two parts: visit-point placements and movement
patterns. The communities are represented by clusters and their popularities are
defined by randomly assigned probabilities to have the sum of all clusters’ probability
as one. Each cluster is represented by a single coordinate called landmark. Landmarks
are placed uniformly over the simulation area such that no two landmarks are within
each other's transmission range. There is no boundary defined for any cluster. For
initial placement of a mobile node in the network, a mobile node selects a cluster by
its probability and is placed within half of the cluster’s (its landmark’s) transmission
range. For the movement pattern, each mobile node chooses to explore a new location
with the probability proportional to the number of distinct locations visited so far. For
the new location first the flight length is generated using a power-law distribution.
Based on this length and the current location of the mobile node the destination is
calculated. If the node chooses to visit one of the locations it has visited before, the
location is selected with probability proportional to the total number of times the node
has visited the location so far. Speed is proportional to the selected flight length, and
pause time is selected to follow truncated power-law distribution.



Statistical Area-based MObility model for VirtuAl and Real-world environments
(SAMOVAR)
In [8], Shen et al. develop a model called SAMOVAR which is based on human
mobility traces collected from the real world and realistic virtual worlds.
They use six different datasets, half of them collected from popular virtual worlds and
the rest collected from the real world. The real world datasets contain GPS traces
collected from two campuses in [4] and three cities in [12]. Their first goal is to
determine how similar virtual and real-world human mobility traces are. For
answering this question they introduce different characteristics for human mobility
that are obtained from previous studies on real-traces (2.2.1-2.2.2-2.2.5-2.2.6). Then
they extract data from their real and virtual datasets and use different tests and
methods to fit the empirical data with known statistical distributions.
They show that flight-length and pause-duration follow truncated power-law
distribution in the real and virtual worlds. For area popularity, they divide the
environments to areas and consider two metrics, number of area visits and number of
area visitors which is the number of unique users visiting that area. They show that
both of these parameters follow the same statistical distribution which is the powerlaw in the real and virtual worlds. The metric used for invisible movement boundary is
the number of distinct visited areas, and they show that Weibull distributions fit for
both worlds. For personal preference they come to the conclusion that considering
number of area visits, in real-world this characteristic follows Zipf distribution with
exponent 1 but this is not the case in the virtual worlds. Finally they use the derived
14
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results from the comparison between virtual and real world traces to create a mobilitymodel that has both virtual and real human mobility characteristics. The model will be
studied in more details in chapter 3.
2.3.6

Summary

Table 1 shows a comparison between the introduced models based on the human mobility
characteristics defined in section 2.2.
Characteristics:
Category

Random

Random
Variant

Geographic

Social

Individual
behavior

Truncated
power-law
pause time

Models:

Truncated
power-law
flight

Truncated
power-law
radius of
gyration

Heterogeneously
bounded area

Fractal visit-point

Zipf
personal preference
for area

Random walk

-

-

-

-

-

-

Random waypoint

-

-

-

-

-

-

Truncated Levy walk

√

√

-

-

-

-

Markov

-

-

-

-

-

-

Gauss Markov
Reference point group
mobility
Free way

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Manhattan

-

-

-

-

-

-

Obstacle model

-

-

-

-

-

-

Dartmouth

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Clustered mobility
model
ORBIT

-

-

-

-

√

-

SLAW

√

√

-

√

√

-

SMOOTH

√

√

-

-

-

-

√

√

-

-

√

√

SAMOVAR

Table 1- Comparison of the existing models

As the five categories of model are described above, we can see that there are some deficits in
the models considering the human mobility patterns.
In random-based mobility models, the user tends to move randomly in terms of destination,
speed and direction in a memoryless manner. This is easy to be implemented in a simulator
but it does not capture realistic human movements. To be realistic, the models must consider
spatial and temporal dependency and geographic restrictions. Moreover, the memoryless
feature can lead to sudden stops or sharp turns which do not usually happen in human
mobility. Additionally, humans tend to have predictable travel patterns, not random, because
humans have the habit to follow planned trips and return to specific points, usually their
homes.
Markovian way point chooses the next waypoint according to the current waypoint. Gauss
Markov prohibits unrealistic abrupt direction and velocity changes. In Reference Group
Mobility Model, mobile nodes form several groups, nodes in each group move together with
movements based on random way point model. These three models still contain some
unrealistic randomness and it is not reasonable to always move in groups.
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Truncated Levy-walk model is a random model which can capture human walks but it is not
so accurate. The flight length and pause time are described by power-law distributions, which
make the model capture some realistic human mobility characteristics. However, it is
incapable of producing fractal waypoints or modeling heterogeneous mobility area that makes
the model inaccurate for capturing all the realistic human mobility features.
In geographical constraints models, it is good to limit the human mobility on predefined paths
but the models still contain randomness in choosing starting points and destinations.
Similarly, for social influence models, it is good to consider human habits but these types of
models lack some degree of reality. For example, ORBIT model is good at describing the
habit of human mobility within a limited area but it includes randomness in selection of
destination. Clustered mobility model is based on the preferential attachment theory or the
fact that humans tend to go to more popular places. However, this model does not create
heavy tailed distribution of flights. This is because Clustered mobility model omits the fractal
waypoints characteristic.
Individual behavior models are capable of representing more realistic human mobility
characteristics. SLAW introduces a mobility model that is more realistic compared to the
previous models, but it still needs some improvements regarding the personal preference for
visit-points that is considered to follow Zipf’s law. Moreover, SLAW does not consider the
radius of gyration of mobile nodes’ trajectories.
SMOOTH introduces another method for choosing the visit-points for nodes but it lacks
realistic sense of human behavior such as heterogeneously bounded mobility area. Also the
power-law distribution seen in flight lengths is generated in an unnatural way.
SAMOVAR does not explicitly model the flight length; however it is validated by simulating
and analyzing the results to match real flight characteristics. The results show that the flight
length follows truncated power-law distribution with an exponent close to the one that was
obtained from GPS tracks in [4]. SAMOVAR is a well-structured mobility model that uses
specific statistical distributions for its design. These distributions are the ones that fit the
empirical data from GPS and Virtual world traces very well. The deficiency of this model is
that it has not been validated by radius of gyration and the random placement of visit-points is
not realistic.
As can be understood from Table 1, none of the models developed so far contain all the
human mobility characteristics that were introduced in section 2.2. Therefore our aim is to use
all the information gained from the design of these models and develop a new model that can
capture all the features. To propose a model that can generate realistic human mobility traces
we use the idea of creating fractal visit-points from SLAW. This will help us to create selfsimilar visit-points in a way that popular points gather together, which is more realistic. We
will combine this idea with hierarchical method introduced in SAMOVAR model to create
roads and paths between visit-points. Then we will validate the model by implementing a
simulation and analyzing the results to match each feature from real human traces studies.
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2.4 SUMO traffic modeler
An interesting point in creating a human mobility model is to consider speed and dependence
between users through rail and road and SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) [2] seems a
useful tool to help in creation of such a model. In this part we will introduce SUMO, an open
source traffic simulation. The introduction is followed by studying a traffic trace that is
simulated by SUMO. The idea is to examine the obtained results from this simulation to see if
they follow the human characteristics introduced in 2.2. If so, we plan to use SUMO and,
since it is open source, participate in modifying it to match our requirements.
SUMO is an open source traffic simulation package developed by the German Aerospace
Center (DLR). It is defined as a multi-modal simulation. This means that by using this tool,
car movements and public transport systems can be modeled. The simulation consists of an
atomic part which is a human being and is defined by the time of the departure, the
destination and the path that she/he should take to reach the destination. This person can also
walk but this walking is not simulated but it is modeled by estimation of the time that the
person needs to reach its destination.
SUMO simulates the traffic flow microscopically meaning that vehicles are modeled
individually. Each vehicle has a specific place and speed. These values are updated in each
step of the simulation which has the duration of one second. They may be changed because of
their dependency to the vehicles ahead or conditions of the street that the vehicle is moving in.
In [13], Uppoor and Fiore present a realistic synthetic dataset of the car traffic over 24 hours
in region of 400𝑘𝑚2 around the city of Köln in Germany and put that into simulation using
SUMO. For generating large–scale traffic traces, they use the TAPAS-Cologne (Travel and
Activity PAtterns Simulation) vehicular mobility dataset. The road topology is extracted from
the OpenStreetMap (OSM) database and the streets layout of Köln city. The OSM road
information is created by using satellite images and GPS traces, therefore it is considered to
be valid. Then SUMO is used for simulating the microscopic mobility of vehicles. SUMO is
capable of importing road maps from many formats such as OSM. The microscopic models
that are implemented by SUMO are validated by the transportation research community.
The traffic demand is derived through the TAPAS methodology [14]. By this method some
Origin/Destination (O/D) matrixes are created based on the information collected from about
more than 7000 households of the Köln region. This information is listed as follows.




The population (home locations and socio-demographic characteristics)
Working places and recreational places (points of interest)
The time schedule and the habit of local residents

According to the TAPASCologne project this information provides about 1.2 million
individual trips which consists a good realistic traffic demand dataset.
The traffic assignment follows Gawron’s algorithm [15], which calculates the fastest route for
each vehicle and then for each road considers a cost which is relative to the intensity of traffic
in that road. The logic behind the algorithm is to iteratively move parts of the traffic to other
roads and compute the cost again so that the traffic is distributed over different roads and they
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finally achieve so-called user equilibrium. This algorithm helps getting close to reaching the
real capacity of the roads.
For the simulation, first the information in the TAPASCologne O/D matrix is used to define
the boundaries for the region and filter the unwanted parts on the OSM map, then that map is
converted to a readable format and is used by SUMO.
The information in the O/D matrix is also used in Gawron’s algorithm to provide the initial
traffic assignment for SUMO. After a first run, simulation results of the traffic density over
the road topology are again used in Gawron’s algorithm and this process continues until
reaching the whole volume of traffic demand.
Considering the work done in [13], we performed some calculations on the data from this
project. Although the obtained results follow some of the human mobility characteristics that
we introduced in 2.2, the conclusion was that using SUMO is not appropriate for our purposes
because it limits generality; also it needs detailed data as its input about the vehicles and
streets (different street lanes, locations of traffic lights and etc.) that is not possible for us to
obtain.
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Chapter 3

Model and Simulation

In this chapter, considering the conclusion of studies in the background chapter, we will
propose a model to examine if it can capture all the human mobility characteristics. We
introduce the model in model development section, and then, in the model simulator
verification section, we verify the model simulator step by step to make sure that it follows
the model correctly. Then in the model evaluation chapter, we will validate our proposed
model by analyzing simulation results.

3.1 Model Development
In this part, we will introduce our proposed model, and describe the creation process of the
model step by step. Our proposed model adopts some parts of SAMOVAR model combined
with fractal visit-points. It contains, by design, some of the human mobility characteristics as
follows: truncated power-law pause time, fractal visit-points, heterogeneously bounded
mobility areas, and Zipf personal preference for visit-points. In next chapter, we will validate
the model to examine if it can capture characteristics of truncated power-law flight lengths
and truncated power-law radius of gyration as well.
Model generation will be performed in two phases: traffic network model that includes
generating visit-points and the roads between them, and user movement behavior model which
determines the way people walk between these visit-points.
3.1.1 Traffic network model
This part begins by creating the geographical map. A predefined number of points are
distributed across this map. This distribution is performed in a way to generate fractal visitpoints. We use a map of fractal points, which was generated specifically for the proposed
model and according to the method stated in [16]. The fractal points are generated with the
goal to control mean and variance of each level of resolution. The level of resolution starts
from 1 to L. A higher L creates higher resolution for the generated map. Fractal points are
generated by the following steps:
1. The area is separated into C equal sub-areas.
2. Each sub-area is assigned a weight following log-normal distribution in the way that
the sum of all weights of sub-areas equals W1,1. The weights are also controlled to
have mean = M1,1 = W1,1/C and variance = V1,1. This is the end of level 1.
3. Next level, each sub-area is processed with step 1 and 2. Wi,l is the weight of sub-area i
in level l. The definitions for 𝑖 and 𝑙 are the same for Mi,l and Vi,l as well. For example,
in level 2 sub-area 1, the sub-area is separated into C equal sub-sub-areas. The subsub-areas are assigned a set of weights to have the sum of all weights equals W2,1, and
also the mean equals M2,1=W2,1/C, and variance equals V2,1 which is scaled up from
V1,1. The variance is scaled up in each level to maintain fractal property of the smaller
area. The procedure continues until level L is reached.
4. N cells in level L are randomly selected depending on their weights.
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L, C, Wi,l, Vi,l, and N are model parameters which can be different depending on social
dispersion, i.e., if it is needed to simulate a realistic trace of a city, the city should be studied
to extract these four parameters for the model [16].
To create the hierarchical road structure for the map, each visit-point will be placed in a level
according to its weight. The number of visit-points in each level is controlled to follow
power-law by Equation 102. 𝑛 is the level number and 𝑁 is the total number of visit-points in
the map. Equation 10 is solved for 𝑥 then the level 𝑛 contains the rounded number of 𝑥 𝑛 visitpoints. According to Table 2, for our model 𝑛 equals 9 and 𝑁 equals 15000. Heavier visitpoints will be placed in higher levels (level 1 is the highest level) and the process will
continue until reaching the last level. The idea of using this method for categorizing visitpoints into levels is to create a hierarchical traffic system in a power-law way. In this way
there will be small number of points in high-levels and more points in lower levels.
𝑥 + 𝑥2 + 𝑥3 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑛 = 𝑁
Equation 10- Distribution for number of levels in each point

After assigning levels to all visit-points, road construction follows four rules as explained in
[8]. First, the heaviest visit-points (visit-points in level 1) are connected together to imply that
there are direct roads between the most popular places. Second, each visit-point is connected
to its closest higher level visit-point which is called the parent. This represents the idea that a
community usually connects to the closest more popular communities. Third, if visit-points
are in the same level and share the same parent then they should be connected together as
well. Finally, each visit-point is connected to others if their distance is lower than a threshold
value. This overall connecting algorithm results in a hierarchical structure of roads as shown
in Figure 4. In this sample, there are only three levels presented. Level 1 is the highest level
and level 3 is the lowest. As can be seen in Figure 4, points F and G do not have the same
parent; however they are connected together by the threshold rule. If a user at visit-point A
wants to go to visit-point E, the user has to pass points B, C and D.

Figure 4- A sample traffic network generated [8].

3.1.2 User movement behavior model
The user movement section includes generating paths for each user to walk. This path
generation process creates the mobility boundary for each individual [8]. It works in the

2
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following way: each user has a user-area consisting of k possible visit-points. k is sampled
from a Weibull distribution to imply the bounded area of each user. User-area construction
begins with selecting a point according to the weight of visit-points. Neighboring visit-points
are the points that are not in user-area but have direct connections to visit-points contained in
the user-area. A visit-point is selected from the set of neighboring visit-points, according to
the weight of each possible neighbor, to be added to the user-area. The process continues
until the number of assigned visit-points for the person reaches 𝑘. To achieve the human
mobility characteristic, Zipf personal preference for visit-points, Zipf distributed personal
weights are assigned to visit-points in the user-area to indicate personal preference. To match
the global weights, visit-points with heavier global weights will receive heavier personal
weights [8].
The walking process for each user in its own user-area works in the following way: each user
starts from one of the visit-points in its user-area at time t=0. For changing the location, a user
first chooses the next destination in its user-area according to its personal weight, and then
travels there by the shortest path within its user-area. In other words, a user will not move out
of its defined area. After reaching the chosen visit-point, the user pauses in that visit-point for
some period of time, which is drawn from a truncated power-law distribution. This approach
is used to satisfy the mobility characteristic that pause-time follows truncated power-law
distribution 2.2.1.

3.2 Model simulator verification
As the proposed model adopts some parts of SAMOVAR, for verifying the simulator, we use
some simulation parameters from SAMOVAR paper. In this section, we will go through the
developed simulator step by step to verify that it is implemented correctly.
The simulator is verified by analyzing the results in terms of input and procedure. The
simulator’s parameters are shown in Table 2. It is worth to mention that there are some
changes of parameters from SAMOVAR paper [8]. The number of users is increased to have
more data hence it enables us to interpret the main characteristic among users with less noise.
Pause duration’s minimum and maximum are changed to be more realistic. The distribution
parameters (pause duration, invisible boundary, and personal preference) are the results from
SAMOVAR, achieved by using fitting methods on real GPS datasets.
To determine whether a set of data follows power-law distribution, these data’s distribution
should be straight line with negative slope in Complimentary Cumulative Distribution
Function (CCDF) plot in logarithmic axes. The slope is the power-law exponent. To
determine whether the data follow Zipf, these data’s distribution should be straight line with
negative slope in descending sorted plot with logarithmic axes. The slope is the Zipf
exponent. For more details, the power-law distribution and Zipf distribution are discussed in
Appendix 1.
Figure 5 shows one of visit-points’ placements in our model. Zoomed figures show the selfsimilarity of the visit-points. As mentioned earlier we used the fractal visit-points provided by
our supervisor for our model.
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Parameter Name
Map size
Number of users
Number of levels
Number of visit-points
Threshold
Pause duration
Invisible boundary
Personal Preference

Parameter Value
1000x1000
200
9
15000
10
α=1.1 , min=10 sec, max=10 hr
Scale=92.1 , shape=1.91
1

Distribution
Constant
Constant
Constant
Constant
Constant
Truncated power-law
Weibull
Zipf

Table 2-Simulator parameters in normal case

Figure 5- Zoomed figure of fractal points

In our model, visit-points are connected to each in a hierarchy. The level for each visit-point
is determined according to Equation 10. Figure 6 shows the level distribution and shows the
number of visit-points in each level. Note that level 1 is the highest level of the structure
hierarchy.

Figure 6-Level distribution

Visit-points are connected to each other by road connection rules stated in 3.1.1 traffic
network model section. This part is also verified by a small structure. For the small case
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structure, Table 3 contains the parameter variants from normal case parameters which are
shown in Table 2-Simulator parameters in normal caseTable 2.
Parameter Name
Map size
Number of levels
Number of visit-points
Threshold

Parameter Value
1000x1000
4
20
100

Table 3-Simulator parameters in small case

As explained in 3.1.1, road connections start with connecting all visit-points with the highest
level together. Figure 7 shows the roads among the highest level visit-points in a normal case
structure and a small case structure (left and right respectively). The highest level is
characterized as the center or hub of its lower level surrounding visit-points. In Figure
7(right), the number specified at each visit-point is the level of that visit-point.

Figure 7- Roads after connecting highest level nodes, normal case (left)-small case (right)

Next step is to connect each visit-point to the nearest higher level neighbor. This means that a
visit-point can be connected to a faraway community via its nearest higher level neighbor.
The results from this road connection are shown in Figure 8 .
Next step is to connect all the same level visit-points who share the same nearest higher visitpoint. This means that there are direct connections among visit-points that are in the same
community and in the same level. In other words, this rule is to recursively apply the first rule
with other levels but in its level and same community. Figure 9 shows the same level sharing
nearest higher visit-point connection rule in small and normal structure cases.
The last step is to connect all the visit-points that have short distance between them. The
threshold is a parameter of the model. Figure 10 shows the threshold rule connection in both
normal case structure and small case structure. It is worth to mention that the figure does not
show the roads that have the lengths less than threshold but are already created by other rules.
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Figure 8- Roads where each visit-point is connected to its nearest higher level neighbor, normal case (left)-small case
(right)

Figure 9- Roads where same level visit-points with same nearest higher visit-points are connected together, normal
case (left)-small case (right)

The rules of selection for the user-area are stated in 3.1.2. According to them, each user has its
own set of possible visit-points which is called the user-area. The number of visit-points in a
user-area is drawn from a Weibull distribution. Then each user selects visit-points to its set by
considering the global weight, and with consideration that all the visit-points in its set should
be connected to each other. In other words, a user can only move within its set of visit-points,
so all the points in the user-area should be reachable by every other point in the set, by a path
that includes only the visit-points in the set.
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Figure 10-Roads for visit-points connected with distance less than a certain threshold for normal case (left) and small
case (right)

People have different preferences for visiting places but also share some in common, having
this in mind then the personal preference is assigned according to global weights. That means
if a point has a heavier global weight, then it will receive higher personal preference. The
personal preference is used for choosing visiting destinations for each user. This leads to the
fact that all-user-aggregated pause-counts (visit-counts) on each visit-point reflect the result of
having Zipf personal preference. This is shown in Figure 11. The fitting result shows that the
all-user-aggregated pause-counts follow Zipf with parameter 𝑏 = 1.296 which is close to the
parameter inTable 2.

Figure 11-All-users-aggeregated pause-counts for each visit-point
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Figure 12 represents that the all-user-aggregated pause time shows the truncated power-law
distribution with fitting result close to the parameter in Table 2. Both in CCDF and histogram
plot of pause time start from 10 and dramatically drop at 10 hours or 36,000 seconds which is
the truncation of the pause time.

Figure 12-Aggregated pause time for all users in CCDF plot (left) and in histogram (right)

The verification of the model simulator shows that it follows the model correctly. To further
verify our simulator, we compared the generated traces with the results of a mathematical
analysis of the model. This mathematical analysis is independent from our event-based
simulator; however both sets of code give identical results. The mathematical analysis was
provided by our supervisor.
In the next chapter the generated traces from our proposed model are analyzed and discussed,
to examine if it captures the entire human mobility characteristics. We will explain in detail,
the methods that we use for extracting flight lengths and radii of gyration from traces.
Experiments are also conducted to study the model and propose possible ways to improve the
model.
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Chapter 4

Model evaluation

In this part, first the results for the proposed model will be discussed; these results are
obtained with different perspectives that will be explained in detail. After that the effect of
different parameters on the simulation results will be tested through organized experiments.
These experiments would also help to specify limitations of the model and to find possible
ways to improve it.

4.1 Model validation
The proposed model is validated by analyzing the generated traces to have all human mobility
characteristics. The model possesses, by design, four human mobility characteristics as
follows:








Fractal visit-points feature, explained in 2.2.4: The model creates fractal visit-points
to be visited by the users. In this way, generated traces or waypoints from all users
have fractal property.
Invisible movement boundary feature, explained in 2.2.5: Number of distinct visited
areas for each user is controlled by Weibull distribution with parameters extracted
from real human traces by [8].
Personal preference feature, explained in 2.2.6: Different people have different
preferences which follow Zipf distribution with the parameter extracted from real
human traces by [8].
Pause time feature, explained in 2.2.1: Pause time is generated to follow truncated
power-law also with parameters extracted from real human traces by [8].

Considering all the characteristics introduced in chapter 2, the model now should be validated
to have truncated power-law flight lengths and truncated power-law radius of gyration. Radius
of gyration is calculated according to Equation 6.
To gain better understanding about the model behavior, it is interesting to analyze flights in
different ways. We use two different methods for flight extraction: pause-based flight and
point-to-point flight. In the pause-based method the flight is extracted considering pauses as
endpoints of each flight as stated in section 2.2.2. It is worth to mention that, because users
walk in straight lines in the simulator, the rectangular model is not used here. In the point-topoint method, the flight is the straight line trip between two consecutive recorded user’s
positions; we can state that the point-to-point flight represents the definition of gap as
explained in 2.1.4. All the discussed flights extractions are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13- Types of flight in user’s walking path: pause-based flight (red), point-to-point flight (blue)

There are some characteristics that are studied in cellular network traces [3]. To increase
comparability of the results to the real trace studies, it is interesting to analyze the generated
traces with a cellular concept. Therefore, the generated traces, besides the user perspective,
will also be analyzed in two cellular perspectives; rectangular cell and fractal cell. For
rectangular cell, the simulation map is split into rectangular grids. A user is considered to be
in a cell when it moves in the cell’s area. For fractal cell, the fractal visit-points are instead
considered to be cells. A user registers to the nearest cell from its location. Each of these
perspectives will be discussed in more detail below.
4.1.1 User perspective
As stated above, the two remaining characteristics of human mobility that must be validated
are flight lengths and radius of gyration. In this perspective, without considering cells, we will
look at the results generated from our proposed model simulation. The pause-based flight in
user perspective represents the user’s intention of travel. This is because pause can imply
intention to visit the visit-point. Pause-based flight lengths distribution from all users can be
seen in Figure 14.

~400

Figure 14-Pause-based flight length distribution for user perspective CCDF plot (left) - Histogram (right),
Both are in logarithmic axes
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As can be seen in Figure 14, flight lengths distribution from the proposed model does not
follow truncated power-law distribution as expected. Figure 15, shows all the visit-points and
roads selected by all users. Note that the red lines represent the connections between highest
level visit-points, and the biggest size of visit-point shows that it is in the highest level. Also it
can be seen in Figure 15 and Figure 16 that sample user-areas contain common visit-points,
which are high-level visit-points. We call these common visit-points the sharing-area. In
other words, the sharing-area is the common set of visit-points that all users usually choose to
include in their user-areas3. As can be seen in Figure 16, the distances among these visitpoints are in the range from around 1 to 100 and around 400. Therefore there will be a lot of
flights with lengths around these numbers; this is why there are peaks around these numbers
in Figure 14-(right). Also, there is no distance around 200 among these sharing-area points;
this is why there is a sudden drop in Figure 14-(right) for flights with lengths around 200.
These high and low fluctuations in flights prevent the graph from having decreasing
probability for longer flights, which prevent the distribution of flight lengths to exhibit
truncated power-law behavior. This problem occurs because users select their next destination
based on the destination’s weight without considering the distance.

Figure 15-Aggregated user-area for all users

Figure 17 presents road lengths distributions and it shows decreasing probability for longer
roads. This means the distribution of visit-points and roads construction gives good structure
of roads.

3

It is important to mention that, we have checked user-areas of several users to make sure that
the visit-points in the sharing-area are common for most of the users as we claim. Due to
space shortage we only show two samples of user-areas in Figure 16.
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~200

~200

Figure 16- Samples of user-area

Figure 17-Frequency of road lengths in logarithmic axes

The point-to-point flight distribution, which represents road length popularity in a user
perspective, is shown in Figure 18 and it does not follow truncated power-law. As shown in
Figure 18-(right), the point-to-point flight with length around 400 prevents the flight
distribution from having decreasing probability for longer flight lengths in a power-law way.
This confirms that the main roads that users take are roads among the highest-level visitpoints because these points have direct connections and they are visited often according to
user’s next destination algorithm. In addition, the high frequency of point-to-point flights
between 1 and 100 matches with the roads’ length among points in sharing-area.
One important note to consider is that both point-to-point flight and pause-based flight are
truncated by the map size. This means that the maximum length of a flight cannot be more
than 1400 which is the length of the diagonal of the map.
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Figure 19 shows that the radius of gyration distribution does not follow truncated power-law
as expected. From Figure 19-(right), most of the users have radius of gyration around 200.
This is because users share the common set of visit-points, sharing-area, which gives the
radius of gyration about 200 as shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. This means that the way of
choosing user-area affects the radius of gyration directly. The radius of gyration does not
follow truncated power-law because the way of choosing user-area depends mainly on visitpoint’s weight, which leads to the existence of sharing-area. This causes the radius of gyration
to follow normal distribution trend with radius of sharing-area as its mean.

~400

~400

Figure 18-Point-to-Point flight length distribution CCDF plot (Left) – Histogram (right),
both are in logarithmic axes

Figure 19-Radius of gyration distribution for user perspective CCDF (left) - Histogram (right),
both are in logarithmic axes

4.1.2 Rectangular cell perspective
Rectangular cells help us to analyze the model’s behavior in a higher level in terms of space.
We can examine pause-based flights and radius of gyration distribution for this perspective.
The number of cells controls the resolution of movements in focus. For this result, the
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simulator is set to have 100 rectangular cells in the map with size 1000 x 1000. This means a
cell is 100 x 100 in size.
The pause-based flight in this perspective is the flight between two cells’ center positions with
the same idea that pauses are used to determine the endpoints of the flights. In the same way,
the radius of gyration is calculated from recorded center position of the cell that a user is
registered to, while it is moving.
Therefore the pause-based flight in this perspective represents the intention of movements of a
user in terms of cells. Figure 20 shows that flight lengths distribution is closer to power-law
after some points, around 350 to 400. Considering the popularity of each cell, which is
determined by the number of visits in the cell, the popularity nearly follows power-law
distribution as shown in Figure 21. This confirms that the model creates fractal property
which means the map contains few popular cells and a lot of unpopular cells. Considering the
rectangular cell grids in Figure 22, cells in the cell-sharing-area are located from each other
with the distance around 100 and around 350 to 400, but not around 200 or bigger than 400.
Note that the cell-sharing-areas are cells that cover the set of visit-points in the sharing-area.
The distances among the cell-sharing-area are matched with the distribution of the flight,
shown in Figure 20, there are many flights around 100 and around 350 to 400 but not around
200 or bigger than 4004. This implies that users mainly travel inside this sharing-area and
sometime travel out of this area. All these findings together show that removing the sharingarea may have an effect on improving the distribution of flight lengths.

~350

~350 ~400

Figure 20- Pause-based flight lengths in rectangular cell perspective in CCDF (left) and Histogram (right),
Both are in logarithmic axes

4

An interesting point is that the minimum of flight lengths for the cell perspective is 100. Because the least
distance between center of cell grids is 100 considering the cell sizes.
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Figure 21- CCDF plot of area popularity in logarithmic axes

~350
~100

~400

Figure 22-Rectangular cell grid in common sharing set

Figure 23- Radius of gyration in rectangular cell perspective in CCDF
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Figure 23 shows that the distribution of the radius of gyration in this perspective is close to
the one of user perspective. Note that there is no occurrence of radius of gyration with values
less than the minimum distance between the centers of two cells (100 in this case). This is
because, in this cell rectangular perspective, the recorded points are the center of cells. Most
of the users have radius of gyration around 200, with the same reason as user perspective.
4.1.3 Fractal cell perspective
Another interesting perspective is the fractal cell perspective. As explained earlier, in this
perspective each visit-point represents a cell in cellular network. Considering the fact that in
cellular systems each cell has a base station, we can state that the visit-points correspond to
locations of base stations. The fractal points match with location of cells because small cells
are usually placed densely in areas with many users (high traffic), and large cells are usually
placed sparsely in areas with few users (low traffic). Note that small cells cover small areas
while large cells cover large areas. In this perspective, the generated traces are sampled
following Poisson distribution to represent cellular events, e.g. phone calls, SMS, etc. The
mean sample time is set to be the average of users’ pause time. The results of distributions of
flight lengths and radius of gyration obtained in this perspective can be compared with the
results obtained from real mobile-phone-locations traces in [3]. Whenever a sampled event
occurs, the user registers to its closest base station (visit-point). To specify the flight length in
each step, the distance between the consecutive registered points for each user is calculated.
This way of calculating the flight, matches with the method introduced in [3] and also cellular
networks operations.

Figure 24-Flight length distribution for fractal cell perspective

Figure 24 shows the flight length distribution for fractal perspective. Figure 25 shows the
radius of gyration distribution for fractal cell perspective. Although the result shown in these
figures do not follow truncated power-law distribution, they match the results that were
presented in user perspective. This confirms that sampled traces also show the same behavior
as the total generated ones, so it is possible to use the generated traces by this model for
analyzing human mobility behavior in cellular networks.
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Figure 25-Radius of gyration distribution for fractal cell perspective

4.1.4 Model validation conclusion
The results show that the proposed model does not create truncated power-law flight lengths
or truncated power-law radius of gyration. The assumptions about defects of the proposed
model are listed as follows:
Assumption (A): The algorithms used for user-area selection and next destination
selection, which consider mainly visit-points’ weights, may result in preventing the
flight and radius of gyration distributions to follow power-law.
The user-area selection and next destination selection algorithms both mainly consider
visit-points’ weights. The way of selecting the user-areas causes all users to share
some visit-points in their user-areas; this is called the sharing-area. Together with the
way of selecting next destination, most users move mainly in this sharing-area. This
means that the main density of the flights will be among the points in the sharing-area.
The model’s simulation results show that when the distances among the points in the
sharing-area are large, the flight distribution does not follow truncated power-law.
This finding leads to the conclusion that the fluctuation found in flight lengths
distribution relates to the distances among points in the sharing-area. Therefore it is
expected to have flight length distribution more similar to power-law when the points
in the sharing-area are closer. For radius of gyration, the way of selecting the user-area
causes all users to share the same sharing-area. This leads to normal distribution trend
in radius of gyration, and it is expected that the radius of the sharing-area should be
close to the mean of radius of gyration.
Assumption (B): Changing the distribution of weights assigned to visit-points may
improve the algorithm to create user-areas and hence change the sharing-areas.
In the real world, normally there are few popular points, and many less popular ones.
Also, as stated in [8], the popularity of visit-points follows power-law.
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As explained before, creation of the user-area depends on weights of visit-points.
Visit-points with higher weights have more probability to be chosen into the user-area.
In the same way, they will have more probability to be chosen as the next destination.
Considering these facts, we think that assigning power-law weights to visit-points can
help to create the power-law popularity. Currently, the weight distribution is lognormal. This causes the system to have small number of popular and unpopular places
but a lot of common places. It is assumed that replacing log-normal weights with
power-law ones, can improve the process of selecting user-areas and in this way
improve the results.

4.2 Experiments on model parameters
4.2.1 Effect of geography
As stated above, the algorithm used for user-area selection creates a set of visit-points that is
common in all users’ user-area and is called the sharing-area. We explained that the large
sharing-area, with the next-destination-selection algorithm, cause the fluctuations in flight
lengths distribution, and the small sharing-area may help the flight distribution to become
closer to power-law trend. To put this assumption to test and examine if the distances among
points in the sharing-area affect the results, we conduct an experiment on different
geographies. Because visit-points are located differently in these geographies, then sharingareas are different as well. We choose two geographies that have small and large sharingareas.

Figure 26- Aggregated user-area for large-sharing-area geography (left) – small-sharing-area geography (right)
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~400

~1000

Figure 27-Samples of user-area for large-sharing-area geography (left) – small-sharing-area geography (right)

Figure 26 shows aggregated user-area for small-sharing-area and large-sharing-area
geographies while Figure 27 shows samples of user-areas in these geographies that represent
the sharing-areas. As can be seen in Figure 27-(right), visit-points in the sharing-area are
located closer to each other than the visit-points of the sharing-area in Figure 27-(left).

Figure 28-Flight lengths distribution CCDF plot, for large-sharing-area geography (left) – small-sharing-area
geography (right)

Figure 28 and Figure 29 show the flight lengths distribution for large-sharing-area and smallsharing-area geographies. It is clear that in neither of the cases does the flight distribution
follow truncated power-law.
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~400

Figure 29- Flight lengths distribution Histogram, for large-sharing-area geography (left) – small-sharing-area
geography (right)

As can be seen in Figure 27-(left), the approximate distance between points in the largesharing-area geography is around 1000. In Figure 27-(right), for the small-sharing-area
geography, the distance is around 400. We can see the reflection of these numbers in Figure
29; for both geographies, there are fluctuations in the flight length distribution around these
numbers, respectively. It is clear that, since large-sharing-area geography has the sharing-area
with visit-points far apart, its flight length distribution is affected more by the long distances
in comparison with small-sharing-area geography. Hence its trend is farther from power-law.
An interesting point in the sharing-area is that, for all the tested geographies, it contains the
most popular (highest-level) visit-points. According to the road construction algorithm stated
in 3.1.1, visit-points in the highest-level are directly connected together. Because they have
high weights, it is very probable that they get selected to a user-area, and that is why the
sharing-area is created. Therefore, with consideration of the results of this experiment, we can
imply that a useful way to improve the flight lengths distribution is to change the algorithm
for selecting user-area to avoid the creation of large-sharing-areas for all users. The goal can
be to divide the visit-points into close-areas. For each of these close-areas there are a group of
people who usually move inside that area, because people often travel to areas close to their
home or work. It is reasonable for users to travel far distances to visit popular areas, but these
travels do not happen very often. Another approach to make the user’s movements more
realistic can be to change the algorithm of choosing next destination. In this case next
destination is chosen not only based on its weight but also based on the distance as well.
Regarding radius of gyration, Figure 30 shows that the small-sharing-area or large-sharingarea geographies do not affect the distribution of radius of gyration but only change the ranges
for this value. As it can be seen in Figure 30, for each geography radius of gyration reaches up
to value of the radius of the sharing-area (500 for the large-sharing-area and 200 for the smallsharing-area).
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Figure 30-Radius of gyration distribution, large-sharing-area geography (left) –Small-sharing-area geography (right)

4.2.2 Effect of power-law weights
Another assumption that can be made regarding the parameters that can effect on flight length
distribution is about the weights of visit-points. In our model, weights are distributed lognormally in a way that more popular places will receive higher weights. Since selection of
user-area and next destination is based on weights of visit-points, an interesting approach can
be to assign power-law weights to visit-points. In this approach, visit-points will receive
power-law weights considering their popularity. To implement this method, we generate 𝑛
power-law numbers. 𝑛 is equal to the number of visit-points. We sort these numbers
according to the log-normal weights of visit-points and then swap them with those log-normal
weights. It is important to mention that for generating power-law weights we used the
parameters for creating popularity as stated in [8]. We chose these parameters because they
are extracted from real GPS-traces.

Figure 31- All user-areas level count with log-normal distributed weights (left) - With power-law weights (right)

The effect of applying this method can be seen in Figure 31. This figure shows level-counts in
all user-areas. In other words, it represents how many times visit-points in each level were
chosen by users as members of their user-areas. Figure 31 clearly shows that, power-law
distribution of weights affects the user-area selection; visit-points will be selected to user-area
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in a way that number of points in each level always increases from the highest level (level 1)
to the lowest one. Our observations also confirm that the sum of level count in the proposed
model is less than the one with power-law weights. This shows that the user selects the same
points more often in the proposed model. Note that in both cases there is same number of
users and the same user will have the same user-area size. In the case with power-law weights
there is more probability for users to choose less popular points into their user-areas, which
will create more diversity in user-areas. In this way less numbers of users share the same
sharing-area.
Figure 32 and Figure 33 show flight length distributions for log-normal and power-law
weighted visit-points for the same geography.

Figure 32- Flight lengths distribution with log-normal distributed weights, CCDF plot

Figure 33- Flight lengths distribution with power-law distributed weights, CCDF plot

The comparison between Figure 32 and Figure 33 shows that, flight length distribution with
power-law flights is slightly better than the log-normal weights.
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Figure 34- Histograms of flight lengths distribution with log-normal weights (left) – With power-law weights (right)

In Figure 34, histograms of flight lengths distribution show that, for visit-points with powerlaw weights the fluctuations in flight lengths has reduced in comparison with the case with
log-normal weights. The reason is that according to power-law distribution of weights, there
will be a lot of visit-points with small weights and a few visit-points with large weights.
Therefore the probability for these small-weighted visit-points to be chosen in the user-areas
increases. This can be seen in Figure 31, i.e. in the case with log-normal weights of visitpoints, only 4 unique visit-points have been selected into user-areas from level-9 , while in the
power-law case this number increases to 1995.This fact will create more diversity in userareas and therefore the number of users that share the same sharing-area will be reduced. Still
the sharing-area will exist among many users and this prevents the flight lengths distribution
from following power-law.

Figure 35- CCDF plots of radius of gyration distribution with log-normal weights (left) – With power-law weights
(right)
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Figure 36- Histograms of radius of gyration distribution with log-normal weights (left) – With power-law weights
(right)

As explained before, power-law weighted visit-points will create more diversity in user-areas
and less number of users will have the sharing-area. This effect can also be seen in
distribution of radius of gyration in Figure 35, where with power-law weighted visit-points,
we can see different numbers for radius of gyration. This reflects that users walk in different
user-areas. In this case the distribution of radius of gyration has improved but still it does not
follow truncated power-law, as shown in Figure 36.
4.2.1 Effect of power-law weight and small user-area size
In assumption A, we stated that the algorithms of user-area and next destination selection
result in having sharing-areas that prevent flight lengths and radius of gyration to exhibit
truncated power-law behavior. Also in the result of power-law weights experiment, the flight
and radius of gyration distributions were improved. To further explore the idea related to the
sharing-area, one approach can be to reduce the sizes of user-areas. We will examine this idea
accompanied with power-law weighted visit-points. In this way less number of visit-points
will be chosen into user-areas and also the probability of only selecting high level visit-points
will be reduced; in other words, the sharing-area is expected to be eliminated. We reduce the
sizes of user-areas by changing the scale and shape parameters of the Weibull distribution to
generate numbers with smaller mean.
Figure 37 and Figure 38 show the improvement of flight length and radius of gyration
distribution respectively. Figure 39 and Figure 40 , show that, both flight length and radius of
gyration distribution have more decreasing trend for the power-law weight with small user-are
size rather than only power-law weight.
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Figure 37- CCDF plot of flight lengths distribution with power-law weights (left), and with power-law weights and
small user-area size (right)

Figure 38- CCDF plot of radius of gyration distribution with power-law weights (left), and with power-law weights
and small user-area size (right)

Figure 39- Histogram plot of flight lengths distribution with power-law weights (left), and with power-law weights and
small user-area size (right)
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Figure 40- Histogram plot of radius of gyration distribution with power-law weights (left), and with power-law
weights and small user-area size (right)

Figure 41 shows that in this experiment, sharing-areas are very rare to happen. This
experiment supports that the existence of sharing-areas prevents the flight length and radius of
gyration from following power-law distributions. It is then interesting to improve the
algorithm of selecting user-area to eliminate sharing-areas. It is also beneficial to improve the
way to select next destination, so that it prevents bad results caused by having sharing-area.

Figure 41- Samples of user-area with power-law weights and small user-area size
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and future work

5.1 Conclusion
Human mobility plays a significant role in performance of cellular networks as well as other
applications. Using synthetic human mobility models helps to reduce the cost of experiments
by predicting results before real testing which requires a lot of expenses and efforts. Previous
studies show that, human mobility has some characteristics, which can be used to validate
human mobility models. However, none of the previous synthetic models can capture all the
human mobility characteristics. Two interesting models are SLAW and SAMOVAR. SLAW
has fractal waypoints but not a good infrastructure while SAMOVAR has a good structure but
not fractal waypoints. Having fractal waypoints is one of the important characteristics and to
be more realistic, well-structured road connections are needed. Thus, it is interesting to
combine the strengths of these models together. This project proposed to combine these
features in a model. The proposed model was implemented in a simulator to be validated.
Some of the characteristics were included in the model by design. There were two
characteristics remained which were truncated power-law distribution for flight lengths and
radius of gyration. The results from the model showed that the model could not capture these
two characteristics. Analysis of the results accompanied by experiments showed that users
had some large sharing-areas in which most of their movements happened, and this could be
the phenomena that prevented flight and radius of gyration distributions from following
truncated power-law. To explore this idea, different experiments were conducted. The results
of the experiments showed that changing sizes of user-areas accompanied by assigning
power-law weights for visit-points would reduce the chances of having the sharing-areas and
improve the results. Therefore it is suggested that the deficits of the model are the way of
selecting user-area and choosing next destination of each user.

5.2 Future work
For future work, there are three interesting points to be improved for this model:
o Improve the algorithms of user-area selection and next destination selection to take
distance into account. For constructing user-areas, in addition to the neighbors’ weight,
the distance of the neighbors should be considered as well. In this case then only high
popular points are not chosen into user-areas and there will be more diversity for userareas. Next destination should be selected with consideration of visit-points’ personal
preferences and their distances to the current position of user, which is more realistic.
o Improve the algorithm of assigning pause time to be more realistic with 24-hour concept,
i.e. users should pause longer at the visit-point with high personal preference. Also to
keep the summation of pause time, in each visit-point in 24 hours, to follow Zipf
distribution as the personal preference. As shown in Figure 42, for the current model, the
summation of pause time at each visit-point in 24 hours already follows Zipf with the
parameter 1.026 which is close to the personal preference parameter which is 1. Another
interesting point is to add the concepts of home and work to the model, so that the model
can capture more realistic patterns of human-movements. For implementing this idea it
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should be considered that in reality people stay in these places for longer time instead of
visiting many times. Thus the average return time, time until next visit, should be a
reasonable amount, for example, users stay at workplace for 10 hours and come back
again the next day and therefore the return time should be 24 − 10 = 14 hours. Currently
in the proposed model, the average of the return time for the first two popular places,
expected to be home and workplace, are too small which implies that the popular places
are visited many times. The return time of a sample user is shown in Figure 43. From this
figure, in one day, the first rank visit-point has sum of pause time about 4 hours, sum of
return time as 20, pause count as 13, so the average return time is 20 / (13-1) ~ 1.67
hours.

Figure 42- Average summation of pause time in one day on every user in logarithmic axes (left) -normal axes (right)

Figure 43- Comparison among sum of pause time, sum of return time, pause count, passes count per day for a user.
Sum of pause time is in red dot. Sum of return time is in blue square. Pause count is in green spade. Pass count is in
purple triangle.
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Chapter 6
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Appendix 1

Power-law

For explaining human mobility characteristics, we used different mathematical distributions,
mostly power-law. In this part, we will describe the best way to present power-law
distributions in graphs. It has been stated that, distributions that are in form of: 𝑃 𝑥 = 𝐶𝑥 −𝑎
follow power-law and 𝑎 is called the exponent for this distribution. In this appendix, we will
discuss the methods that are used to identify whether a distribution follows power-law.
Considering the probability density function for power-law distribution, we can state that:
if 𝑦 = 𝐶𝑥 −𝑎 then log (𝑦) = log (𝐶) − 𝑎log(𝑥)
Therefore, a power-law distribution with exponent 𝑎 can be seen on a log-log plot as a
straight line with the slope – 𝑎. This is a mandatory signature of power law distribution. Note
that a distribution which has this signature can be some other distribution than the power law.
The problem that can occur with this method is that the tail of the distribution may look noisy.
The reason is that large values in this distribution are very rare and they may have a major
difference with the rest of values. This can cause a problem in showing the straight line with
the correct slope. This problem can be seen in Figure 44-(left).

Figure 44-Sample of power-law distribution shown in log-log plot (left) – with logarithmic binning (right) [17]

Figure 45- Sample of power-law distribution shown in CCDF plot [17]

To get a better result it is suggested to choose the bin sizes of the data in a logarithmic way. In
this way, the bin sizes for large values will cover a wider range, and the graph will not look so
I
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noisy any more as in Figure 44-(right). However, binning throws away some data because
many different values are in the same bin; this results in lacking of accuracy. Another
interesting suggestion is to draw the graph using cumulative density function as stated in
Equation 3 and shown in Figure 45. In this case there is no need for binning. The slope of the
plot will be – 1 + 𝑘 = −𝑎 in which 𝑘 is the scale parameter of Pareto distribution. We can
use this graph for showing power-law property according to the fact that Pareto’s law is
explained in terms of cumulative distribution function as Equation 3. To have a cumulative
probability from a power-law probability we can state:
∞

𝑓 𝑥 ′ 𝑑𝑥 ′

𝐹 𝑥 =
𝑥

Considering power-law probability density function, we can write that:
∞

∞

𝐶𝑥 ′ −𝑎 𝑑𝑥′ = 𝐶

𝐹 𝑥 =
𝑥

𝑥 ′ −𝑎 𝑑𝑥′ = 𝐶
𝑥

𝑥 −(𝑎−1)
𝑎−1

This shows that the cumulative distribution function or Pareto’s law is also a power-law
function with the exponent 𝑘 = 𝑎 − 1.
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Appendix 2

Simulator code document

The simulator is separated into three main modules as shown in Figure 46.

Figure 46- Simulator flow

1. Traffic network generator and user area generator module
This module generates static data, traffic network and user area, from model
parameters as listed in Table 2, which are inputs of the system. The fractal structure
generator sub-module is provided by our supervisor, Åke Arvidsson. It was generated
specifically for our proposed model and according to the method stated in [16]. This
module also generates reports about the generated static data. Figure 47 below shows
workflow in this module.

Figure 47- Traffic network generator and user area generator module’s workflow





Fractal Structure: Creates fractal visit-points and weights. This part is done
by source code from [16].
Structure: Assigns levels to points according Equation 10. Reports generated
here include placement map, weight and level statistics.
Road: Creates connection among visit-points. Reports generated here include
road constructions in each phase and road length statistics. Figure 48 shows the
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flow of road construction which follows proposed model in traffic network
generation. The interesting points in implementation are listed as follow.
o Connect Closest Higher: The k-nearest neighbor algorithm from each
point to higher level points. This is done by using the library FNN in
R.
o Connect by distance threshold: Create clusters which are spanning
trees with edges’ lengths are within threshold. Then k-nearest neighbor
algorithm is used in each cluster to find threshold connections. This is
done by using the libraries nnclust and FNN in R.

Connect Highest

Connect Closest
Higher

Connect Same Level
Same Higher Neighbor

Connect by Distance
Threshold

Assign Road Cost by
Distance
Figure 48- Road construction’s workflow



User-area selection: Selects user area for each user. Reports generated here
include user-area and personal preference statistics, sample of users’ user-area
map. The workflow of this part is shown in Figure 49. Neighbor searching is
done by using the library igraph in R.
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Generate user-area size for each user (Weibull)

Sample a start point by weight

A

Put the visit point in user-area

Find neighbor set of user-area

Yes

User-area
size is
reached?

Assign Zipf weights to visit-points
in the user area

No

Find neighbor set of user-area

A

Figure 49- User area generation’s workflow



User area routing: Routes between every pair in each user area by using
Dijktra’s algorithm for shortest path finding. This is done by using the library
igraph in R.
2. Event-based user movement module
This module generates traces of event-based user movements based on traffic network
and user-area generated from the previous module. Classes in this module are listed as
follows and are shown in class diagram in Figure 50.
 Site: represents each visit-point and maintains a list of users who are staying in
this site.
 Road: represents connections between two sites and keeps track of users who
are walking on this road.
 IGraph: graph abstract class, defines that a graph must contain a list of sites
and a map of roads. Note that roads are indexed by indexes of the two end sites
by using template class map in C++ STL container.
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o GIGraph: Global graph that contains all roads and sites and is
responsible for creating LIGraph for each user. It is also responsible for
creating and deleting Road and Site instances.
o LIGraph: User local graph takes care of each user’s user-area graph and
routing by using routing tables created by previous module.
Simulation: This class is responsible for controlling simulation flow. The
queue of processes to be run is implemented by a double linked list. Simulation
works with two other classes as follows:
o Process: Process is a class to be run. Process contains the time to be run
and connections to previous and next Processes. Process will be
inherited and its state machine will be implemented. It is an eventbased simulator because Process specifies the time it needs to be run,
and when it has run it will specify the time for its next run. Then the
process will sort itself into the list by its time.
o PList::Process: PList is the header process in the double linked list. It
maintains the list of processes that must be run which is sorted by the
scheduled run-times of each Process. PList is responsible for calling the
next Process to run when the current one finishes.
HMM::Simulation: HMM stands for human mobility model. It is the main
class of this module. It inherits the class simulation and it works with classes as
follow. The HMM simulation instance is shown in Figure 51. It contains queue
of Cell to be run and each Cell contains queue of User to be run. Detail is
provided as follow.
User::Process: User inherits Process and implements user’s state machine to
simulate user’s movement behavior. The state machine has three states as
follows and as shown in Figure 52.
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Site

Statistics

-id : int
-x : double
-y : double
-cell* : Cell
-weight : double
-userList : vector<User*>

Road
-id : int
-end1 : Site
-end2 : Site

UserGenerator
-userList : vector<User*>

Process

Simulation

-pred* : Process
-succ* : Process

-cellList : PList

HMM
PList

User

Cell

-graph : LIGraph

-userList : PList

-graph : GIGraph
-userGen : UserGenerator
-stat : Statistics

IGraph
-siteList : vector<Site>
-roadMap : map<pair<int,int>, Road*>

LIGraph

GIGraph

-routingTable : map<pair<int,int>, Site*>

Figure 50-Class diagram
HMM instance.cellList
First in queue

Cell A

Cell B

…

Cell X

Cell instance.userList
First in queue

User A

User B

…

User X

Figure 51-HMM simulator instance
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Pause

Select new destination based on personal preference

A

Ask LIGraph for next point to go for shortest path to destination

Is there a cell change
event on path?

Yes

No

Walk-to-nextpoint

Yes

Reach
destination?

Pause

Walk-to-cellchange-point

No

A

Figure 52-State-diagram





Walk-to-cell-change-point: Process in this state is walking to
cell-changing point. When it is run, it means the user reaches
the cell-changing point so the user continues walking to the next
visit-point. If there is cell-changing event on the way to the next
visit-point, the user calculates walking time to the cell-changing
point and changes its state to Walk-to-cell-change-point. If there
is no cell-changing event, the user calculates walking time to
the next visit-point, and changes its state to Walk-to-destination.
Walk-to-next-point: Process in this state is walking to next visitpoint without any change of the cell. When it is run, it means
the user reach the next visit-point. If the point is the destination
the user decides the period of pausing and changes its state to
Pause. If the point is not the destination, user consults the
LIGraph to find the next visit-point to go to reach the
destination with the shortest distance. If there is cell-changing
event on the way to the next visit-point, the user calculates
walking time to the cell-changing point and changes its state to
Walk-to-cell-change-point. If there is no cell-changing event,
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the user calculates walking time to the next visit-point, and
changes its state to Walk-to-destination.
o Cell::Process: Cell inherits Process so it can be run. Cell represents a
rectangular area in the map. This class contains an instance of the class
PList which maintains a queue of users in its area to be run. This queue
is sorted by time-to-run of each user. The time-to-run of a Cell is the
minimum time-to-run of its users. HMM contains a PList which
maintains a queue of cells to be run which is sorted by Cell’s time-torun. Alternatively, only one queue can be used to contain all users; Cell
is not needed in this case. The system will be simpler but slower. This
is because of the linear search in a queue. The two-level queue system
is faster because the user queue in one-queue system is separated to
several shorter queues. Also, Cell can be used to simulate the cellular
perspective.
o User Generator: It is responsible for creating and deleting User
instances.
Statistics: It collects statistics and user traces, and writes them to files for the
next module to do the analysis.
Distribution Random Generator: It is responsible for creating random numbers
in different distributions.

3. User trace analysis module
This module generates a report of analysis of a user’s traces generated from previous
module.
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